Case Report

A Case of Cutaneous T-Cell Lymphoma with Nodular Skin Lesions, Third Nerve Palsy and Peripheral Vascular Disease: Can It Be a Case of Angiocentric Lymphoma?
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Abstract

Angiocentric lymphoma is a subtype of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma, characterized by occlusion of vessels by lymphoid infiltrate. Here, we report a case of biopsy confirmed cutaneous T-cell lymphoma who presented with third cranial nerve palsy, peripheral vascular disease and nodular skin lesions in the right thigh. All these findings of this case can be explained by mechanism of vascular infiltration and tissue destruction in angiocentric lymphoma which is a rare disorder.
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Introduction

Cutaneous T-cell lymphoma (CTCL) is a rare disease with an incidence of 4.2 cases per million populations and usually develops slowly over many years in patients older than 50 years.\textsuperscript{1} At initial presentation, the disease is usually limited to the skin with lesions that resemble eczema or psoriasis followed by development of nodular skin swelling with involvement of lymphnodes in advanced stage. Finally, visceral involvement occurs. Involvement of central nervous system (CNS) is observed in 1.6% cases with CTCL.\textsuperscript{2} Though autopsy quoted higher rate (10%), clinical manifestations are less frequent.\textsuperscript{3} Angiocentric lymphoma (AL) is a subtype of CTCL which is characterized by occlusion of vessels by lymphoid infiltrate. Clinical manifestation of AL widely varies because of different organ involvement by diffuse vascular infiltration and CNS manifestation is not uncommon. Proper diagnosis of AL is important for choice of specific therapy, as treatment widely varies among different varieties of CTCL with variable outcome. Here, we report a case of CTCL with strong suspicion of AL who presented with third nerve palsy, peripheral vascular disease, nodular skin lesions and soft tissue swelling.

Case report

A 72-year-old Bangladeshi man presented with progressive development of multiple nodular skin lesions over eight months involving his right inguinal region, right thigh (Figure 1) and both axilla. The patient also developed progressive painless swelling of his right thigh and right leg over six months (Figure 1) and drooping of the left upper eye lid for two weeks. He was diagnosed as a case of diabetes mellitus (DM) six months back and was on good glycemic control with gliclazide. He was smoker and was getting management of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease for three years.
On examination, swellings were variable in size and shape, itchy, erythematous, some were tender and some were ulcerated. There was left third cranial nerve palsy with partial ptosis, divergent squint and dilated pupil. Accommodation and light reflexes were absent with visual impairment of the left eye. There was no other focal neurological sign.

Patient had high erythrocyte sedimentation rate (80mm in 1st hour) and high eosinophil count (7%) but normal haemoglobin (11g/dl), white blood cell (7,000/cmm of blood) and platelet (3,00,000/cmm of blood). Chest X-ray and abdominal ultrasonogram revealed no abnormality except enlarged prostate with increased post voidal residue (62ml). Serum creatinine (1mg/dl), fasting blood glucose (5.6mmol/L) and serum alanine aminotransferase (18 U/L) were normal but Serum lactate dehydrogenase was raised (287 U/L). Electrocardiogram (ECG) revealed antero-lateral ischaemia. Duplex study of lower limb vessels revealed mild reduction of blood flow in anterior tibial, posterior tibial and dorsalis pedis arteries of both lower limbs with normal venous returns. Biopsy from the nodular lesion of skin revealed infiltration of atypical lymphoid cells in the reticular dermis that extended towards the superficial portion of dermis. The findings were compatible with cutaneous lymphoma. Immuno histopathology report was compatible with T-cell lymphoma as evidenced by presence of positive CD3 marker (CD4 Negative).

As a case of cutaneous T-cell lymphoma, treatment with methotrexate, psoralen ultraviolet-A (PUVA) and interferon therapy were started. Further evaluation by brain imaging, lumber puncture and angiography were planned but could not be done as the patient died suddenly without any established cause of death.

**Discussion**

Involvement of the CNS occurs within 3–5 years from initial diagnosis of CTCL with involvement of brain, meninges, brainstem along with advanced infiltration in other organs like lymph node and viscera. Chua et al. reported eighth cranial nerve deficits with deafness in a patient who had negative computed tomography (CT) scan and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) but lymphomatous leptomeningeal disease in cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF). Changes in the brainstem were also demonstrated with MRI in CTCL patients with neurological symptoms in the absence of systemic visceral involvement elsewhere. Raquel del Carpio-O’Donovan and Carolyn Freeman reported brainstem changes with MRI in a CTCL patient who had normal CSF findings. The lesions were not space-occupying and did not take any contrast. At autopsy, they found that the lesions in the brainstem were consistent with ischemic changes. Findings were related to the numerous vessels filled with cells that stained with T-cell markers. This features were identical to the occlusion of vessels by lymphoid infiltrate described in AL, the term used in the Revised European American Lymphoma (REAL) classification.

The third cranial nerve palsy without any other focal neurological sign in our patient can be explained by ischemic changes without any space occupying lesion in the brainstem due to vascular infiltration by tumour cells rather than neoplastic invasion of the parenchyma in AL. Although third cranial nerve palsy can occur in DM, involvement of pupil is uncommon as occurred in this patient.

Short duration of well controlled DM without any evidence of diabetic retinopathy (normal eye examination), diabetic nephropathy (no proteinuria) and diabetic neuropathy (no clinical symptoms and sign) made the vascular and neurological complications of DM less likely. As there was no history of hypertension,
chronic angina or intermittent claudication, the changes in ECG and duplex imaging are less likely to be due to atherosclerosis. So, the widespread vascular involvement in duplex imaging of lower limb vessels and antero-lateral ischaemic changes in ECG can also be explained on the pathological basis of diffuse vascular involvement in AL.

Among the peripheral T-cell neoplasms, AL refers to processes that are localized in extranodal sites, infrequently the skin, these may occur for years prior to diagnosis. Asthe disease progresses, AL tendsto invade and destroy vessels, often resulting in coagulative necrosis. So, nodular skin lesion and soft tissue swelling of right lower limb in our patient can also be well explained by the local invasion mechanism of AL. Though complete evaluation could not be done and all the finding scan still be explained by DM and atherosclerosis related complications, AL should be a strong suspicion in the background of biopsy and immuno histopathology proven CTCL diagnosis.

In conclusion it can be said that AL is a rare entity, requires specific therapy and should be suspected in a case of CTCL who presents with cranial nerve palsy, vascular disease and skin lesions.
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